
Before TranxitionTM Migration Studio, corporations with dozens, hundreds or even thousands of mission
critical applications could not preserve their end user settings and data. The result?  Frustration, wasted time
and money.

With Studio - a powerful visual development tool - this process can be a cost effective, trivial task. In just
minutes, Studio generates deep migration support for backup, restoration, and migration for application,
system, and end user “personality.”

Support the Applications That Drive Your Business

An application “personality” is defined by its set of persistent settings and user data. With Studio,
developers rapidly define the settings and data to be moved during a personality migration.

Without Studio and Personality TranxportTM Professional (PT Pro), application migrations that
preserved the end user settings and data were almost impossible. The IT professional needed
detailed information about what to migrate – registry settings, files, and so on – but frequently
had to implement complex scripts in a text-based format that were never designed for
commercial use.

With Studio, select the verbs for the item you want to migrate, such as “Migrate Registry Key,”
and drag it into the Action Window. Then just fill in a few properties about the action. Once
you’ve described the migration -- compile it, debug it, and drop it into PT Pro. It’s that simple.
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Compilation errors are
immediately visible. 
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The Migration Operations
window allows you to drag
and drop instructions into
the Action window.

The Action window describes the
actions to perform with the newly
defined content.

The Properties window enables you to
quickly specify details for the selected
item in the Action window.

The Registry Miner provides easy
selection of registry entries.
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Cut Your Cost and Hassle Dramatically

Studio substantially reduces the expensive time and effort needed to move your in-house, custom,
and mission critical application settings and eliminates the need for scripting. In addition to saving
time and effort, Studio is even easier to use than Microsoft Visual Basic.

Get Project-Oriented

With Studio you gain the benefits of “code management” that are second nature to serious
developers. You become “project” oriented rather than “script” oriented, making management of
application personality on a project-by-project basis, rational and quick. With some companies
having thousands of custom applications, managing hundreds or thousands of scripts is too
expensive and prone to error. 

Customized Menus With Studio and PT Pro

Studio also allows IT departments to customize PT Pro’s menus, so users only see what you want
them to see. Studio can also specify application migration objects by group, enabling IT to deliver
only those choices that make sense for a specific set of users. This avoids the problem of having
irrelevant migration objects available for a group of users that cannot properly use them.

Rational and Scalable

Studio makes it easy to manage thousands of migration objects in a structured, rational manner, so
it has “administrative” and “development” scalability. This feature pays dividends today and down
the road.

IT professionals, corporate developers, software vendors and service providers will find that Studio,
the latest addition to the PT Pro family of products, is the most powerful and reliable migration
support tool available today.

• Enables PT Pro to Migrate Custom Settings, Data, and Applications
• Eliminates Traditional Script Writing Hassles
• Reduces Expensive Development Time
• Easy to Use “Drag and Drop” Function

Studio Benefits:

Call Tranxition today toll-free at 1-866-277-8776. Find out how PT Pro and
Tranxition Migration Studio can ease your migration pain.


